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It takes two people to run a show: One onstage, and another one
backstage. In other words, behind every performing artist is at least
one guy making sure that everything is working properly – from the
equipment to the lighting and the audio – all to help the performer
put on a great show.
Road managers, or “ROADIES”, almost never share the spotlight
with the performers they work with. However, their role is just as
crucial as the performers themselves. Let’s shed some new light
onto the lives of these unsung heroes, as we take a look at them in,
and beyond, the scene.
- Jan Terence Tolentino
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KEI DEGUCHI has been a roadie for Saydie since May 2016. Recounting how it all started, he
says, “I never decided to be a road manager; it just happened on its own. I just happen to be
friends with one member of the band, and I had been watching their shows for quite a while.
One day, I noticed a couple of faulty things with their equipment and decided to help them fix it.
Back then, they didn’t have any roadies, so they took me in to fill that spot.”
“One of the best things of being a roadie is travelling. I used to do tours with my band, but not
that often. Here, with Saydie, I get to go with them out of town quite often – several times a year,
in fact. We’d go to provinces as near as Bulacan, and as far as Cebu just to play shows.”
Working a day job in a BPO, Kei actually balances his work and band life along with being the
road and tech manager for Saydie. “Before Saydie, I was in a band called I Fall, I Rise. I believe
they’re signed to a record label now. When I told my bandmates back then that I was going
to be part of the Saydie crew, they had no complaints – just that I needed to manage my time
between them. Right now, I play bass for a band called Disembodied Existence. My band is my
priority, so I always give 100% of my efforts there, and my free time is with Saydie – as long as
it won’t complicate my schedule,” he says.
Time management seems to be a walk in the park for Kei. Being Japanese, it was an important
value he learned as a child. “When I was in college, I was working part-time. I did that and a
dozen other things. I guess time management is one of my strengths as a person,” he adds.
Many of us often misunderstand the role of a roadie, since we mostly see them bringing in
equipment, and tidying up afterwards. “The job of the road crew doesn’t start with bringing in
the stuff to be used in the show. The main part of our job actually starts when the band starts
playing. It’s extremely important to be aware of everything happening, because that’s when
you notice if something’s not right – from loose straps to the sound at the front of the house, to
something as simple as the placement of the mic stands – all gears should be working properly,
and it’s our job to oil them.”
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For the past decade, Randy dela Paz never considered himself to be a road manager until one
fateful day in Singapore. “I remember when we went to Singapore with Skychurch. There was
this form I had to fill out which asked for my occupation. I consulted the dela Cruz brothers as
to what job title I should put, to which they answered ‘road manager’. That was flattering, since I
never considered myself as such, even now. For me, it’s never about your job title. It’s all about
how you do your job. Sure, you call yourself a roadie, but are you even reliable as one? Let your
actions speak for themselves,” he says.
Aside from being the road manager for Skychurch, Randy is also part of the crew of Wilabaliw.
Sharing some of his unforgettable experiences, he says “During one show in Cabanatuan,
some people in the moshpit got hurt really badly. Apparently, someone had a knife or something
and stabbed people, then escaped. We were all shocked, because it happened right there next
to the stage.”
“The flip side is, I enjoy the rest of my time there. I get to work with amazing people –
performers and crew members – and we all help each other deliver an unforgettable show
each and every time. An achievement for me is getting to work for bands like VIE, Talata, The
Republicats, Typecast, and Valley of Chrome,” he adds.
One common misconception about working with performing artists is that there’s a lot of money
involved, which Randy disclaims, “It’s all about enjoying the moment. Don’t do it for the money.
Do it for the teamwork and the end result. It’s not an easy job - I’ve learned to stretch my
patience and be more careful about the people I meet and work with – but it all pays off in the
end, when you see what a great show you’ve just become part of.”
ROADIES seldom get the appreciation they deserve from the audience.
The next time you watch a show, and you happen to see a crew member,
give them a shout of applause. They’ve earned it. - Jan Terence Tolentino
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AGATHA
by: Terrence Lyle Tulio

When a mystery is overpowering, people tend to step out of the
mundane and try to discover what is behind the story – so whether it be a fact
or a myth, to know things, no matter how cryptic, somehow gives
pleasure to the human soul.
The band is Agatha, short for Agatha is dead; but the story of the band’s
former female vocalist has been ridden with questions hanging from nowhere.
Why did she just vanish? Why is she dead? What killed her? Is her death
some kind of a narrative of fictional proportions trying to seduce our curiosity?
Perhaps the band’s lyricism and overall musicality can lead us further as we
try to find answers.

“The goal was to create modern hard
rock music with an ‘almost metal’ feel”
said Dean Russell, Agatha’s frontman
as he tries to take us to where the band
came about. Inspired by the legends
that made it to the top of the rock
mountain in the early 70’s to the 80’s
like Deep Purple, Guns n’ Roses, Led
Zep, Pantera and many others, Dean
formed a 3-piece band and took his
lyrics and manic guitar shredding to his
home studio and Raketship Studios in
Muntinlupa to begin recording.
While Agatha the lady was MIA, Dean
decided to name the band “Agatha is
dead” along with its initial members
being Zedrick Moriones on drums and
bassist Ricky Magramo. Since then,
Agatha was able to produce their album
“The Great Divide” and the released
their first three (3) singles Spiral Dance,
The King and the Beggar and their
latest, The Age of Fall – which are now
official singles rocking Spotify since
February 2018.

It was through the news of Agatha’s
passing that Dean Russell chose to move
the band forward and continue to progress
welcoming aboard their new members
replacing the former, Gemers and Amber
on bass and drums respectively.
In March of last year 2018, Dean took his
music to Jam 88.3’s Adults Only Radio with
Joey Dizon and Beni Obaña by sharing a
bit of history about his deceased vocalist
and performed live in the premiere of the
band’s then newly produced track and
second single, The King and the Beggar.

Agatha uses the following equipment live.
Dean Russell: Electro-Voice PL 84, Local
SG guitar copy and RJ
Sentinel, Boss VE20, Boss
PS5, Horizon Devices
Precision Drive and Zoom
MS50G.
Gemers: Washburn XB400 Bass
Amber: Vic Firth sticks and Zildjian ZBT
Cymbals
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ADVENTNOTE
by: Benedict Yabut

ADVENTNOTE is a 4- piece punk rock band from Makati and Manila.
The band consists of Marla Llanes on vocals, Abi Yap on the bass,
Benedict Yabut on guitars and Patrick De Luna on drums.

Adventnote's major influences are mainly Mayday Parade, Slaves, Pierce
The veil, Paramore and Blink 182. The band had to take a major break last
August 2018 due to health issues of two of their members. Now Adventnote
is planning to bounce right back this 2019 to more gigs and shows. The band
is also planning to change their sound a little bit this year to a more upbeat
and catchy vibe, but not too far from the sound of their singles. They're
looking forward to record another single in the middle of the year.

Adventnote as a band enjoys experimenting

As for the gears, Benedict on guitars uses

with their music. They write heartbreaking

Joyo High Gain Distortion and Fab Delay .

lyrics and angsty ones and then create

He also uses Zoom's MS-50G MultiStomp

sounds that match with how they want their

in adding effects to Adventnote's music and

songs to come out. The band's goal is to

MS-70CDR MultiStomp Chorus for delay

leave a mark on their audience through

ambiant mixing and reverb.

their music.

FOR THE GUITAR GEARS
ESP/LTD - VIPER 50

CUSTOM STRATOCASTER
IBANEZ GIO GART

For the BASS GUITAR , Abi using
Hartke Bass Attack Effects

(pre-amp) for mixing tone and
Korg pedal for tuning.

For the BASS GUITAR GEAR she's using
ESP/LTD Bass - B Model

As for the DRUMS, Bob is using Arborea Cymbals.
He uses 14 inch hi-hats, 16 inch crash cymbal and 20 inch ride cymbal. As per
Bob, his set up provides him the sound that he needs each time he plays drums.
For him, one of the best things about the cymbals that he's using is his ride cymbal.
This is because he also uses it as a crash cymbal which gives him the flexibility and
versatility to create the sound the song needs without
compromising space and gear.

ADVENTNOTE released their first music video, "Still"
back in April 2018, directed and edited by their good
friend July Gumba. Their songs are also available in
other music platforms such as Spotify, Bandcamp and
Youtube so be sure to check them out!

Photos by JPPH PHOTOGRAPHY
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The band started way back 2014 with the original members
Timothy Galura on bass, Kurt Viray on guitar & vocals and
Dhey Galura on drums as ‘The Bitches’ they got the
name because Kurt always used is on the basketball
when he and his team got a point in the game.
After 8 months of practice of covers from RATM,
Nirvana, and RHCP, they decided
to take their separate ways.

March, 2016 at University of Perpetual
Help System Help – DALTA, Las
Piñas City with Jun Lucas on Bass,
Loyd Sacay on Drums and Kurt Viray
on Vocals and Guitar. They got the
name of the Kemisthree because Jun
was a nursing student and Loyd was
a radtech student which Chemistry is
required or prequisite to their course
and Kurt got failed three times in
Chemistry in EARIST when he was a
Public Administration student, in Cavite
State University Imus Campus, when
he was a Psychology student and third
time attempt at UPHSD-Las Piñas as a
Political Science student. Plus the band
composed of only Three members as
influenced by The Nirvana, The Wuds,
Rush, Green Day and Blink 182. And
they decided to mix some taglish words
to call them Kemisthree.
November 2017, Kemisthree finally
settled the last and final members
of the band with the same passion,
music and priorities. Kurt recruited his
high school buddy, Paul Estorninos as
Bassist. Dexter Samala helped Kurt to
find a drummer that will fit to the band’s
sound, they got Carlo Abulog a music
teacher, joined as a drummer and
stayed for good.

KEMISTHREE’S
MUSIC
KEMISTHREE was influenced by The
Nirvana, Pearl Jam, The Wuds, The
Youth, Yano, Razorback P.O.T, Datus
Tribe, Barang, The Commodores, Kula
Shaker, Oasis, Jimi Hendrix, Beatles,
Black Sabbath, Korn, The Zombies,
Blur, Kiko Machine, James Brown,
RHCP, RATM, EHeads, RVRMYA,
MCR, Beady Eye, Weezer, Jimi
Hendrix, Zombies, Sugar Hiccup, Teeth,
Tribal Fish, VST and Co., Bee Gees,
Rush, Primus, Queen, Guns and Roses
and many of them are from the old
school era especially the 60’s to 90’s.
Their music is all about reality, because
they hate the so called “POGI CORE”
where the lyrics is all about fantasy
and focusing on negative sides of life.
That’s why they are more on explicit
lyrics, angry voice on chorus and the
emotion of sadness and depression of a
teenager.

KEMISTHREE’S
MUSIC
Here’s the list of the songs the will be
release on their upcoming E.P Album”
1. BULATE – About semen of men.
2. ONLY A PERSON – Father and Son
relationship and Relationship with your
friends.
3. bhieT.Ter – Hoping for the sweetest
yes of a girl but it came out it’s a BIG
NO and a BIG YES for the lesbian.
4. Is That U Alyssa – Women becomes
beautiful to the eyes of men if they’re
drunk.
5. eaT – Money is everything. So, no
money? No real friends! No real people
around you.

KEMISTHREE’S
STYLE AND
LIVE SETUP
KEMISTHREE recognized in south
because of their stunning and wild
performances, they always do unique
styles of performing on stage that
never done with some musicians in
the underground, like throwing a local
guitar brand, standing in a bass amp or
bass kick, standing while playing drums,
and other wild things that will come up
to their minds. Think about it, you will
watch 12 bands that only head banging
their heads and standing in front of
many people over and over again.
So they decided to perform by their
unique way, they just want the gig/event
became memorable to the audience,
bands and to the staffs of the bar and
production.

Musical instruments that they are using in gig/events:
Guitar: RJ electric guitar Cm Series
FX: NUX HG-6 or Premiere DS-5 (its only distortion bro.)
Bass: Feelmore Bass
Cymbals: Zildjian Planet Z
They also organizing gigs for underground/indie bands in the South, it is
called Smile Kazu Production and before it was Smile Production way back in Club
Dredd Days in 97’ where Kurt’s Father was the founder of the production and also
playing in a band “Blueberry Cheesecake” and performing in Club Dredd, Mayriks,
Radyo Marikina and other local bars that supporting the local underground
scene.
Social Media Links:
Reverbnation: reverbnation.com/TheKemisthreePH
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/KemisthreePH
Rakista: rakista.com/profile/Kemisthree
Soundcloud: soundcloud.com/kemisthreeph
Bandcamp: https://kemisthreeph.bandcamp.com/
Youtube: youtube.com/channel/UCw3bphuz_vR
Instagram: instagram.com/kemisthreeph
Email: thekemisthreeph@gmail.com
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who is
SWITCHPIPE?
by: Dexter Ken Aquino

SWITCHPIPE is composed of Dexter Ken Lorilla Aquino (vocals),
Owel Meude (guitar), Alex Sabordo (guitar),
Jaja (bass), and Elan (drums).
WHY “SWITCHPIPE”? WHAT’S THE STORY BEHIND IT’S NAME?
The name “Switchpipe” was inspired by the guitar’s cable jack/plug. When you
remove the cable, it kind of looks like a pipe. So, that’s how we’ve decided to choose
“Switchpipe” as the name of our band. - Dexter

CAN YOU PLEASE DESCRIBED THE SOUNDS OF YOUR BAND?

DEXTER: Our music is composed of heavily distorted and c-tuned guitars, partnered

with deep growling vocals and screams, and vigorous drumming accentuated by blast

beat techniques. The sound of our songs are also influenced by As Blood Runs Black,
Suffokate, Thy Art is Murder, All Shall Perish, and Suicide Silence.

CAN YOU TELL US SOMETHING
ABOUT YOU AS A MEMBER OF
SWITCHPIPE,YOUR INFLUENCES
AND THE GEARS YOU USE?
DEXTER

As a Vocalist of Switchpipe I stand as
the leader of the band since wala pa
kaming official manager. And I take the
responsibilities as long as I can, and
I’m really taking care of this band as my
family. This is my passion and I love being
here in the underground scene.

ALEX

I only use the available microphonePhoto
on by:jonGraphy
the stage, no effects. Influence- Alex
Terrible of Slaughter to Prevail, Eddie
Hermida of All Shall Perish, Mitch Lucker
of Suicide Silence, Chris Blair of As Blood
Runs Black; influences me most.
Scream, pig squeal, growl, are my
common style of singing. And I love the
way I sing, no matter what they say, kahit
hindi nila maintindihan. Basta alam kong
mula sa puso ang aking pagkanta at
ang aming bawat komposisyon ay may
kabuluhan at hindi basta maisigaw lang.
And I thank you!

In SWITCHPIPE I’m Playing Rhythm/Lead

My biggest Influences when I’m writing

and CHUG more on high gain and

,Mark Okubo from Veil Of Maya and Alex

part. I like when my Tone sounds "Djenty"
heavier.I use my guitar Ibanez RG7321
and Legator NRF200 8string fanned

LINE 6 POD HD500X for my effects.

riffs, Are Myshia Mansoor from Periphery
Wade from Whitechapel .

Jihofri

Photo: Jihofri

OWEL

I play my Legator Ghost , Ibanez Iron
Label , Zoom G5

With the influence of Kamikazee on local

And the style of... Dog style!!! ha-ha .. any
style. Just like Alex, I love playing heavier
sounds! That’s why we’re like brothers.

and Lamb of god , Arch enemy and Thy
art in foreign.

JAJA

I am the bass player, with influence
of Jeff Buckley, Yelawolf, Eminem,

Nirvana, Silverchair, Deftones, Greenday,
Silverstein, Bless the Fall, Hatebreed,
As I Lay Dying, Parkway Drive,

Suicide Silence, Bring Me To Horizon,

The Black Dahlia Murder and Kamikazee
on local.

I use my gear, FERNANDEZ BASS 4s
with raw technique and style.

ELAN

I am the drummer boy! I use my generic

ko sa industriya. Tulad ng Greyhounds,

1 sa mundo ng pagda drums. Lagi ko

Saludo sa local!

double pedal, na kasama ko since day
ngang biro, nagpapalit ako ng gf pero

Kamikazee, Valley of Chrome, Queso .

double peds hindi. Ha-ha! With my 5b

Sa drums, si Bords ng Kamikazee, Pao

swabe na! Yung technique ko lang is,

ng Queso. Sa foreign, Joey Jordison

drumstick, stagg china 16” crash ride ,
iniisip ko na last gig na kaya ipuputok

ko na lahat at ipapalo ko na ng sagad at
ilalabas ko na lahat ng pinagpaguran ko
sa pagpapractice. At ang lahat ng ito ay
dahil sa impluwensya ng mga idolo

Rosal ng Cheese, Roberto De La Cruz
of Slipknot, Cris Adler of Lamb of God.
Solid!!!

Nakikinig din ako ng mga RNB at HIP
HOP for good beats.

WHO WROTE YOUR SONGS? COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBED
THE MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS?

The first three songs, Marina (about the greed of a woman, someone in the past ),
Sakim ( continuation of Marina’s greediness; from the title itself) ,
and Run to Your Death (about nightmare ) were all written by me.
The process goes smoothly with the help of Alex and Owel. The fourth and
upcoming song, “Nyctophilia”, is written by Rhoan of Inkay Tattoo, which is about
the “love of darkness”. We make this one heavier with more blast beats,
we’re all excited for it’s launching.
We also have upcoming music video, produced and directed by Ezra Nehemiah.
Another exciting moment we’ve been waiting for! - Dexter

WHEN AND WHERE WAS YOUR FIRST GIG AS A BAND?
ANY MEMORY ON THAT DAY THAT YOU WANT TO
SHARE WITH US?

The first ever gig of Switchpipe was on September 11, 2014 at Mang Rudy’s Tuna
and Grill Bar under Hellmet Production. It’s overwhelming! That we have given a
chance to express our way and our style of music.
And from that “first gig, I promised to myself that I won’t stop on what I started.
And I am so happy and proud to myself, specially to my band
that we are getting louder in the underground scene. - Dexter

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGED
AS A BAND, AND HOW YOU HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
OVERCOME THAT CHALLENGE?

The biggest challenge that we had faced as a band was when it came
to the point where we needed to perform even when we did not have any
drummer. It was only the three of us: me, Alex, and Owel. Thanks to the digital
powers of one of our guitarist, Alex Sabordo, we were able to pull off the
performance using the drum track that he created. It was one of the experiences
we had as a band that we would never forget. We considered it as both a
challenge and a milestone. - Dexter

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS YOUR GREATEST
ACCOMPLISHMENT SO FAR AS A BAND?

The greatest accomplishment of Switchpipe that I could think of, as of now is the
time when we were able to organize our very first anniversary gig back in February
11, 2017 at the Black Kings’ Bar. It was a successful event. There were a lot of
people who came and joined our celebration. - Dexter

ANY FEW WORDS TO YOUR SUPPORTERS,
FAMILIES AND ANYONE YOU WOULD
LIKE TO THANK FOR?
Maraming salamat sa lahat ng kapamilya, kaibigan, kakilala, at kung
sino-sino pa na sumusuporta at patuloy na naniniwala sa Switchpipe!
Salamat sa lahat ng mga prod na nagtitiwala sa amin at sa lahat ng
sumusuporta sa underground music!
Salamat sa mga pumalo para sa Switchpipe nung kailangan namin sila,
kay Dan ng Remnants at kay Pol Gayatao.
Salamat kay Xena Zii ng Z Photography sa mga litrato dito at simula pa ng 2016!
At sa iba pang mga sniper sa under ground scene, sa mga naguupload ng videos
ng set na nagsisilbing baliktanaw nating lahat. Sa mga kapatid naming mga banda
na hindi nang iiwan, Salamat sa suporta!
At syempre sa aking number one fan at partner, para sa mga pieces of advice at
walang sawang pagtulong. Salamat Rhoan with love :*
Salamat sa mga kabanda ko, kay Alex, Owel, Jaja, at Elan! Aylabyu! At sa mga
partner din nila na patuloy na umuunawa at sumusuporta. Mabuhay kayo!
To everyone from UNPLUG MAGAZINE, we are deeply honored for being included
on this issue. We are forever grateful for this opportunity that you have given us.
- Dexter
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KODIGO is a tagalog word for cheat sheet,

code of laws or rules. Since they all came from different bands, each
members have their own influences, and forming Kodigo is like
copying one's style and making it as their own.

KODIGO is composed of:
MACOY BELANO - VOCALS
JOJO GIRAY -DRUMS
ARKHO ANDALIS– GUITARS
CARLO MARCOS- GUITARS
AARON GALANG - BASS

BAND'S MUSIC STYLE:

We are mainly alternative rock in terms of musical genre with technical
approach in the band rhythym section focusing on guitar driven
riffs and clean open chords with delays and reverbs on top.

Gears that we use for live gig setups:

The Drummer is the main heart of every song

We are also musical gear nerds and in terms

thata we write because we focus a lot on

of live setup, we assure that we know the

the rhythym section and the guitar parts are

gears that we are dealing with. Each member

mostly riff based.

of the band has a favorite brand or setup that
we normally use for live gigs.

The Frontman/Vocalist uses a vocal effects to
add reverb and delay signal when singing our

Guitar tunes focuses on effects pedals

songs.

including Overdrive, Distortion, Delay,
Reverbs and Modulation effects that helps

Kodigo would like to thank:

our song compensate with the melody of the

Yellow Room Music Philippines

lyrics.

Nineworkz Productions/Jam Bumanlag
Blacklinya/ Paolo de leon

The bassist on the first EP/Album used

Bridge Comics/ Magsi Rover for

5 strings for more low ends, but we are

helping us doing this article

sticking with a 4 string bass setup for the new

Project Unite

materials.

Kapatid Studios
ChillJhill
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Words by: Shiena Cordero

SEREFAMUS
started way back in 2016. Throughout the years,
the band was able to showcase and improved their music with the
help of their families, friends, listeners, and co-musicians.
Luckily, the band was able perform to a lot of gigs and events.
Sharing their passion before was quite difficult but now as the
technology improves; they were able to share more of their
music in social media platforms.

THE BAND
MEMBERS ARE:
Wes Marcial on vocals,
Nad Urbano on guitars,
Trick Ombrog on guitars,
Ronnie Santos on bass, and
Ian Cobaria on drums.

THE PEOPLE BEHIND TEAM SEREFAMUS
Shiena Cordero the band’s Social Media Manager/Photographer who monitors

Serefamus’ online gig promotions and who patiently replies to online inquiries.
Edwin Caño, the band’s Road Manager who filters their gigs.
Mr. Jeez Matias of Mr. Elephant Productions, helping the band to launch
their music videos, albums and special events.

Mr. Brian Iglesias of Rise of the 8th Records, as the band’s official Sound Engineer.
Mr. Nhell Austriaco of Media Graphiks, the band’s
official photographer and videographer.

Mr. Takahide Kimura of Viccore Streetwear with the band’s
sponsored clothing all the way from Japan.

Mr. Philip Closa of Baked Foot Clothing and The Corpo for
the band’s sponsored clothing here in the Philippines.

Serefamus would like also to thank Rakista ng Parañaque and Rockaholic
Rebels Philippines for their unending support.
At the moment, Serefamus is part of THIS IS CHAOS tour. It’s a group
of 6 bands touring and showcasing metal music around the Philippines.
Serefamus is currently working on their latest album and new music video.

MUSIC SCENE
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THREADFEST
MANILA

Threadfest is an indie celebration of clothing and music, and this
year’s event was held at The Pop-up open-air mall and events venue in
Katipunan. Featured performers included December Avenue, Franco,
Wilabaliw, Chicosci, Skychurch, Snakefight, and Typecast,
with bands from all over the country coming as well, like Three Legged
Men from Cebu, Mouthy from Cagayan De Oro, and Frac/tions from
Bacolod. Merchants included Von Dutch PH, Saucony PH, Tribal PH,
Zoo York PH Doomshop, Brklss, and Soleslam, with Kustom Amps
Philippines and Armada Cymbals as part of the mix.

Pambansang Muziklaban
Semi-finals

Muziklaban is an annual
rock band competition in the
Philippines where young,
unsigned bands compete
for a grand prize of Php
1,000,000 and a recording
contract. Sponsored by Red
Horse Beer, the semi-finals
took place this November 16
at Club Aura, and
featured Razorback and
Mayonnaise among its
frontliners.

Marty Friedman
Guitar Clinic
Local fans got the chance to see heavy metal legend Marty Friedman
as he held a special guitar music clinic at the JB Music Edsa showroom.
Friedman, best known for his stint as the lead guitarist for heavy metal
band Megadeth in the 90’s, held the audience’s complete attention
when he demonstrated the distinct playing skills that made him famous.
Heads rocked and people wowed in awe at his amazing shredding and
fluid finger picking.
Over the years, Friedman has parlayed his experience and skills
into various albums, even extending to providing music to anime
soundtracks from his home-base of Japan.
“Just because somebody’s good does not mean they could play
everything.” Friedman shared that he’d also been discouraged when he
compared himself to other industry players, even when he was already
making a name for himself. “Just because someone’s great, does not
mean they are everything, at all.” His advice for pushing players’ skills
to improve: “Get into bands. Immediately."

BAMBOO

Live @ Urdaneta
The people of Urdaneta enjoyed a rocking
good night at the free concert with Bamboo
and December Avenue at Nancayasan Bypass
Road, in Urdaneta Pangasinan. December
Avenue played their alternative rock and power
ballads, and together with Bamboo, gave
the crowd almost two hours of non-stop highenergy performance.

The unmistakable guitar intro to “Sweet Child of Mine”
sparked waves of screaming as Guns N’ Roses held sway over the
crowd of hardcore rock fans in the Philippine Arena.
The music was non-stop from 7:30 to 10:30 PM, with
bonus Velvet Revolver and Soundgarden songs.

DJ SCENE

Born in Pampanga Philippines, he discovered
and started his passion for DJing in 2005. His
perseverance and enthusiasm for his chosen
career paved the way towards reaching his
dream, to perform in different countries and
share his talent.
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What were you
doing before
becoming a DJ?

Well, I went through a lot, To mention a few, I started being independent at
the young age of 15, My first job was in popular fast food chain back in the
Philippines so I could make money for my needs and education. From there I
became a hotel bellman in my college days. One time, I saw a DJ doing a sound
check and this really caught my interest. I watched him and decided I wanted to
be a DJ!
First, I was hesitant to start learning the craft. I had mixed feelings about
it. Was it my passion or just because it’ll make me look cool? So I went out after
work and checked out the clubs, listened and watched them perform. It was tough
getting accepted at a club because you’re required to have skills, not like these
days, you have a laptop and a huge following and you’re good to go.

How did you
learn the
craft? Who
are your
DJ heroes?
That would be my good friend and
mentor, Owen Cortez of Reserve Liquor
Lounge. He taught me proper counting,
beat matching, how to read the crowd.
You know, the fundamentals of a good
DJ. I look up to Ace Ramos. I don’t
know him personally but he has a good
reputation and is known for being downto-earth. Benny Benassi, Tiesto and
Chicane are my international faves.

Which nightspots did you play
at back in the Philippines?

My first exposure as a DJ was in Rower’s Den at the PICC, Maltroom, Locale
Gastrobar, Spirits Bar Malate, V58 Ortigas, Distillery Eastwood and BGC, Black Olive
Capitol Commons, and Aracama to name a few. I played in Dubai, Thailand and
Taiwan and am now based her in Phnom Penh.

Got any hobbies or things you
like to do when you’re not
playing?

I love to eat! I think every DJ does! I do workout, play basketball when I’m away from
my family to fight being homesick and missing them so much. Whenever I have the
chance to go visit, I spend most of my time with my kids and fiancée and make the
most of my holiday. Yun’ siguro napahiya yung girl na gusto huumalik saken, She
shouted na “ Dj you’re gay! Why don’t you want me to kiss you, maybe you like Man
to kiss you
1 Gay Dj Gay DJ HAHAHA “ it caught my attention and medyo napikon ako,
pero syempre, di ako papatol dahil mga babae sila at mga guests sila sa club na
tinutugtugan ko, What I did was, I went back to them, and told them, “Who’s gay?”and
followed by, I’m sorry but not all deejays are the same like what you

Any message or advice for your
fellow DJ’s or the ones who
are thinking of becoming one?
This one will be short and sweet. Keep the flame burning, rock the dance floor and
always give your best! For the newbies, if this is really what you want to do, follow
your heart. Learn the fundamentals, don’t compete with others, and most importantly,
stay humble! Remember, it’s your attitude,you’re your aptitude that will determine
your altitude!
Also, I’d like to say hi to my fiancée, Anne, our kids Kyrie and Kaira. Thank you
for always believing in me when nobody else did. Thank you, Owen Cortez, for taking
me under your wing. To God be the Glory!

Wellman
at Cove Manila

A musical jack-of-all trades, Wellman headlined
a wild night of partying and beats when he
played at Cove Manila. Practically a one-man
music business, aside from his training in record
engineering and music production, he spent a
decade being the resident DJ and headliner in
may of the top clubs in Las Vegas, as well as
supporting A-listers like Tiesto and musical acts
like Drake. He brought all of that experience in
bringing the good energy to the crowds.

lia lisse
at liv superclub

Hard-hitting international music
maven Lia Lisse of the irresistible
beats and flawless mixes brought
her A-game to Liv Superclub.
Glowing, spinning, and vivacious in
her saucy skeleton costume, Lia got
the crowd on their toes and moving
to her tunes well into the wee hours.

Festival of
Witches
at vanity club

DJ’s Funk Avy, Kyrah Mijares,
Richard, and 18Hundred
manned the decks and kept the
beats pumping and the bodies
moving at Vanity Club, with MC
Adam keeping the crowd tight
and focused on the music.

Cali Invasion
at spade

Music lovers and patrons at
Spade Superclub were in for
a treat when DJ DaveRukus
and MC Jaygo, all the way
from California, came in to
bring the beats. Supported
by resident DJ’s and MC
Veiko, Evan Evangelista, Mike
Aguinaldo and Jan Cristobal,
the smashing line-up delivered
the bone-rattling beats and
seamless smooth grooves that
kept the crowds entertained
and moving into the night.

The Haunting
at house manila

It truly was a happy screamfest at House Manila
as its
patrons
dressed
up in screamfest
their finest spooky
It truly
was
a happy
get-up to let loose on the dance floor, with DJ
at House
patrons
SlickJay,
DustinManila
Arriolaas
andits
MC
Paolo Mendodressed
theirand
finest
spooky
za turning
upup
thein
music
tuning
the crowd
intoget-up
their drumming
beats
dance
to let loose
onand
theslick
dance
mixes
floor, with DJ SlickJay, Dustin

Arriola and MC Paolo Mendoza
turning up the music and tuning
the crowd into their drumming
beats and slick dance mixes

CRIS Photograpiya Digital Photo
NightLife Scene — with Dustin Arriola,
MC Paulo Mendoza and DjSlick Jay.
Regiel Orocay, Daxx

DJ Soda and
Paul van Dyk
at Cove Manila

In the spirit of the spooky season,

Cove Manila threw their loyal fans a
Halloween party with body-shaking
beats and wicked mixes from DJ

Soda, Paul van Dyk, Marc Marasigan,
Rico Arce, and Jason Dewey. With
the accompanying laser lightshow,

fog, and sparklers filling the dome and
syncing to the music, it made for an
unforgettable night.

NIGHT CRAWLERS
Xylo at the palace

The people who converged at Xylo At

The Palace couldn’t stop from moving
to the music from Manila’s top DJ’s

Ace Ramos, Mars Miranda, and Kouta
Kutsuma, doing the thing they do best
at the decks: dishing out hiphop and

R&B, EDM beats and the top 40 hits.

Club Octagon
at club octagon

People on the dance floor of Club

Octagon rocked out the evening with
lightshows, body-shaking beats, and
music coming from the talented lineup of DJ’s SlickJay and Jet Boado,
with Boo Sacramento and Rodney
Martinez.

Moony and
Bonnie Bailey
at house Manila

Guests at House Manila couldn’t

get enough from the night’s featured

performers, club music artists Bonnie
Bailey and Moony, with DJ Mark

Doyle manning the decks. Bonnie,

known for her Beach House anthem
“Ever After”, kept the crowd on their

toes and dancing along to the beats.
When it was Moony’s turn, the fans
sang along to songs like

“Flying Away’, with both divas

eventually slinging their notes up and
down the catwalk,

TUBE
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MIDNIGHT SKY

IN MY PRISON

CHA-CHING

CHOP CHOP BLUES

SISIKAT KA IHA

APOY

UNIQUE
GRANDMA

UNIQUE
GRANDMA

BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

IV OF SPADES

BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

BRA FT. SHANTI DOPE

TUBE

LABAHITA

SHOTGUN COMBO

ALAM MO BA? (ANG GULO)
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY

SANA

I BELONG TO THE ZOO
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PILLARS

DYING MANIFESTO

MUSIC EVENT PRODUCTIONS
AFROMAN Productions
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

DLIVES Productions
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

DIRTY KNOBS Productions
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

DOCDEF Productions
docdefproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production
BARBERO Productions
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/barberoprod
BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction
BEAT TRICKS Productions
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/
BE BRIGHT BACK Production
0948 7001100
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod
EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production
FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph
CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction
CHOCO SKULL Productions
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph
CRAZY DUCK Productions
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction
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MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod
MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions
NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd
ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas

OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents
OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com
PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction
PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction
PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-ProductionsPHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction
PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral
PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions
RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod
RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction
REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions
RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod
REDROCKET Productions
redrocketprod@yahoo.com
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions
SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod
SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod
SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs)
0999 7267113 (Jonas)
solidempireproductions@gmail.com
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions
SUBLIME EVENT Productions
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions
SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/sxmanila
TAMBAYAN Production
0926 3651204
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph
TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production
THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE
riabautista@me.com
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie
THE SOUTHERN PROJECT
demo@thesouthernproject.com
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
TONO Events 0905 2062858
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents
TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-ProductionUNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126
undertoneproduction@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction
WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS
Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions
www.watupph.com

